The non-profit charity organization
Orto dei Sogni (Dream Garden)
Is organizing
The third edition of its summer camp
“Sewing the seeds of good health and vitality, growing dreams:
Italy for the children of Fukushima” 2014

Participants/Program/Sponsors
Milan, 18, July 2014

Dear journalists,
Once again this year “Dream Garden” is organizing a special sojourn for the children of Fukushima:
“The 2014 Summer Camp in Italy.” 16 elementary school children (two more than last year) will
spend a month in Sardinia beginning July 26th.
More than three years have passed since the earthquake struck Tohoku, and while the event no longer
receives much coverage in the international press, in Japan the stark realities of the accident at the
nuclear facility are only now beginning to emerge. In May 2014 new, troubling data became public: 50
children in Fukushima have been diagnosed with thyroid cancer, and there are an additional 39
suspicious cases under review.
The “Dream Garden” association was created in Milan and continues to follow its credo, believing
that the future of these children is our own future as well. We have three basic guidelines: “nature”;
“food”; and “global growth,” summed up in our catch phrase “Children’s education in Nature, Food
and Global Growth.”
Living in nature, eating fresh, healthy foods, opening your eyes to the world and learning more about
different cultures and values are all things the children accomplish through our program. This way, we
encourage them to think more hopefully about their future. We want to extend this philosophy to all
the Italian and Japanese people who are involved with our organization.
In Sardinia, during the first part of their sojourn, we will introduce a new collaborative effort together
with young Boy Scouts from Milan (“CNGEI”), who will help the Japanese children conduct daily
activities like cleaning, washing clothes and cooking.
Once again this year, we will host a number of interesting activities that will involve both children
from Fukushima and local kids. Towards the end of their sojourn, we’ll he running a workshop
together with musician and composer Carlo Chiddemi.
Thank you in advance for your collaboration, and for helping us spread the word about or organization
and the work we’re accomplishing.
Contacts: press@ortodeisogni.org
Yuki YAMAMOTO

2014 Summer Sojourn
Our project is supported and realized thanks to contributions from many different volunteers, as well
as numerous donations received from private individuals, agencies and organizations in both Japan and
Italy.
Dates:
From July 26th through August 21st, 2014
Where: in a structure provided to us by CARITAS diocesana di Oristano in Sant’Anna, near Marrubiu, in the Oristano
province on the island of Sardinia, Italy.

Sant’Anna is located in the Oristano province, in the central area of the western coast of Sardinia. The town is
small, with a population of roughly 240, and located just 7 km from the sea. A natural park stretches out behind
the hostel.

The building where the children will be staying is
surrounded by green, verdant nature. There is a
large garden that includes a vegetable garden that
the children will be taking care of, as well as a
soccer field.

Participants:
16 children (7 boys and 9 girls) from elementary schools.
This year we will also be hosting a child who comes from an orphanage located 34 km from the compromised nuclear power
plant.
*Selection of the children was entrusted to NPO Peace Project (http://www.peace-project.net), our official partner, and
conducted according to the following criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Children who are residents of the Fukushima prefecture, with special attention to those areas where radiation
exposure was clearly higher than 1 milisievert per year (Fukushima, Souma, Nihonmatsu, Aitsu, Aitsuwakamatsu);
Children of families that cannot access care and/or sojourns/vacations outside Japan for economic and/or social
reasons;
Children from families that share in our project and who desire to protect the mental and physical health of their
boys and girls;
Selection conducted through an analysis of documents, meetings and essays written by candidate children.

Medical check-up:
Medical check-ups will be conducted for all children in local Italian health care facilities.
*Urine testing
Prof. Paolo Randaccio, member of the Health Department at the University of Cagliari
*Blood tests, ecography, general check-ups
Microcitemico Hospital (Via Jenner, Cagliari), together with a local health facility
Prof. Anna Maria Nurchi
Prof. Roberto Minelli
Dr. Valerio Tuveri

Participation costs:
Free
*We only ask for a contribution towards the cost of flying the children from Narita Airport in Tokyo, and for their meals
during the trip.
*Staff volunteers accompany the children, taking care of them from Narita Airport until their arrival in Italy.

Activities conducted during the sojourn:
There are three basic guidelines for all activities: “nature”; “food”; and “global growth”. All our activities reflect the culture
and traditions inherent to the location.
Daily activities:
-

-

-

-

Daily ***** Children share in domestic chores like cleaning, washing clothes and preparing food for meals.
Playing in the sea*****playing in nature! Children can play on a beautiful, organized sandy beach, having fun and
splashing each other in clean, fresh seawater.
Garden Lab*****from the garden to the table! Children take care of two gardens: one created by the association,
and another the children create themselves. Vegetables gathered from these gardens are used in a kitchen
workshop where they help prepare healthy, nutritious meals.
Kitchen Lab*****learning new tastes and flavors through an engaging series of Italian dishes prepared in-house!
Ravioli, pizza, bread… The children are taught by a professional chef and an Italian mom, learning how to
prepare typical Italian dishes using ingredients that they can easily find back home in Japan as well.
Creative Lab*****together with local children! The children create their own work aprons, decorating them with
vegetables. They build kites in honor of the island hosting them (Sardinia is known as the “kite island”), and
prepare their own origami freely and creatively, all working together with local children in workshops open to kids
from both Italy and Japan.
Dance*****dance and music are good for the body and the mind! Working together with a professional dance
instructor, the children learn to dance freely, as well as special Sardinian and Italian dances.
Soccer for boys and Cheerleading for girls*****together with local children! Boys will play soccer twice a week
together with children from the local team, Terra Alba; while the girls will learn cheerleading skills led by Ms.
Yoko Miyamoto from Bologna, one of the most famous cheerleaders in Italy.

Special activities for 2014:
-

-

Music Lab
A week-long Music Lab organized with Carlo Chiddemi, teacher, musician, composer and songwriter of a vast
repertoire for children (www.carlochiddemi.it). Chiddemi will teach the kids music, letting them experiment
with special and unusual instruments.
Activities conducted with CNGEI
The children will spend the first 10 days of their sojourn together with 15 kids from group 10 of the Milan
“CNGEI,” who will help teach them autonomy, charitable spirit and pioneering willpower. This time spent
together represents an excellent opportunity for cultural exchange between kids from different nations.

Activities held outside the main structure:
-

Camp Robinson ***** 2 nights spent in Camp Iglesias (http://lnx.campo-robinson.it);
Trip to the Roman ruins of Tarros ***** half a day on the Sinis Peninsula;
Horseback riding at the Fattoria Cuscusa ***** half a day at Gonnostramatza;
Sartiglietta, the Horse Festival ***** in Oristano, Torre Grande.

The Arigato Party:
At the end of their sojourn in Italy, the children will organize a party to thank all the local people who have helped them,
preparing food with the vegetables they have grown and performing a dance and music festival to show their gratitude.
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